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Abstract
California’s Delivery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP) Program provided $3.3 billion over 5 years to support 21 public hospitals improve the quality of health care delivery and population health. The Institute for Population Health Improvement provided technical support and quality improvement mentorship to the California Department of Health Care Services in implementing the DSRIP Program. This report describes the following key observations on the implementation of the program: the need to reduce variability in data collection and management, memorialize decision-making processes, build broad quality improvement capacity, define and revisit improvement targets, anticipate evolution of clinical definitions and guidelines, provide frequent feedback to participating hospitals, engage frontline clinicians, balance short- and long-term improvement goals, acknowledge regulatory requirements and improvement efforts that may compete for resources, and build in shared learning and dissemination of interventions. The authors believe this experience with implementing California’s DSRIP Program may assist other states as they implement similarly intended reform programs.
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Figure 1. Map of public hospitals that participated in California's Delivery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP) Program.
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Participating hospitals achieved the majority of their targets primarily because of significant levels of investment of financial and human resources in DSRIP projects. The greatest impact was reported in the areas of improving health care delivery (quality of care and patient experience) and improving population health, 2 of the 3 key goals of the Triple Aim. High levels of improvement were noted in the areas of physician-patient communication, mammography screening, prevention and treatment of venous thromboembolism, severe sepsis mortality, central line–associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI), surgical site infection (SSI), hospital-acquired pressure ulcers, and stroke mortality. However, a lower impact was reported on the third goal of the Triple Aim, reducing the per capita cost of health care—partly because of the lack of long-term data on the impact of DSRIP projects.

The Institute for Population Health Improvement (IPHI) is an independent operating unit within the University of California Davis (UC Davis) Health System. The IPHI was established in 2011 as a vehicle to operationalize a forward-looking vision of how a university and academic health center could collaborate with state and local government agencies, philanthropies, and other entities to improve population health. The Institute has no direct nexus with the UC Davis Medical Center, one of the DSRIP Program participating hospitals. As part of a multiyear, multifaceted Medi-Cal Quality Improvement Program, IPHI was engaged by the California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) to provide technical assistance and quality improvement (QI) mentorship for the DSRIP Program. Both of the authors, as well as other IPHI staff, have extensive backgrounds in QI, and IPHI has engaged with DHCS and other state agencies on multiple QI initiatives since being established. IPHI was brought into the DSRIP Program after the “California Bridge to Reform” Program had been operating for more than a year, and it had not been involved in the development of the state’s Section 1115 waiver request.

This report describes 11 key observations made about implementation of California’s DSRIP Program. These observations may have relevance to other states pursuing similarly intended Section 1115 waivers or other health care reform efforts.

**Key Observations**

**Observation 1: Reducing variability in data collection and data management is necessary for implementing rapid-cycle QI and for interfacility comparisons**

Data collection and reporting lags posed significant challenges to rapid-cycle QI efforts at many hospitals in the DSRIP Program. Rapid-cycle QI methods require use of near real-time data. In order for rapid-cycle QI to be effective, resources to provide timely, ongoing, and clear information back to hospitals should be incorporated into the design of the program. As an example of the problems encountered by hospitals, when one participating hospital focused on redesign of their specialty care services, it discovered that it lacked standardized data across its specialty services for metrics involving wait times, appointment wait lists, and the number of referrals and consultation requests that had been screened. This hospital then had to invest significant time and resources before it could proceed with capacity building and staff training to standardize data collection and to provide just-in-time information on measures. In addition, data collection on quality measures, as well as referral tracking reports, were collected manually at this hospital, which impeded its ability to generate timely and actionable information. It took several months for the hospital to develop and implement an automated system to overcome this challenge. Different iterations and combinations of these types of problems were experienced by several other participating hospitals.

Ideally, rigorous measurement of outcomes and the use of standardized and validated measures would be incorporated at the beginning of program evaluation. However, it also is important to balance the need for rigorous assessment with the reality of imperfect data. Although a primary goal of the DSRIP Program was to increase standardization of data collection and management, it also allowed participating hospitals flexibility in how they managed their quality metrics based on their existing data collection systems. This flexibility was initially thought to be necessary because redesigning existing electronic data systems was financially unrealistic for many participating hospitals. However, this flexibility resulted in significant challenges in comparing data across hospitals. This point was especially evident in the early stages of the DSRIP Program when baseline data for interventions related to patient safety were evaluated—for example, interventions for the detection and management of severe sepsis.

Severe sepsis was identified by CMS as an area that would be used as a learning laboratory for participating hospitals, with the emphasis of the intervention being on learning, testing, and innovation. The rationale was that learning in this focus area would inform ongoing efforts by participating hospitals to reduce sepsis mortality. Compliance with elements of the sepsis resuscitation bundle was selected as a process measure. However, reliable benchmarks and baseline data were not available for this measure. Moreover, participating hospitals were employing a range of data collection methodologies. Consequently, in operationalizing data collection for severe sepsis to assess the effect of interventions at each
hospital in relation to their individual baseline data, hospital-level variation had to be taken into account.

Another related observation was the need to provide more detailed instructions, a checklist, and a sample report to hospitals to provide them with additional guidance in preparing their periodic reports to CMS. In response to CMS’s feedback that many hospitals provided inadequate levels of information, IPHI developed templates to standardize quantitative and qualitative reporting of QI activities. Review of subsequent reports from hospitals showed that the use of these templates resulted in significant improvement and standardization of the quality of reports submitted.

Observation 2: Memorializing decisions and the rationale for decision making is necessary to facilitate consistent implementation

During the 5-year course of California’s DSRIP Program there were multiple changes in leadership and management of participating hospitals. Consequently, individuals who were instrumental in writing initial implementation and evaluation plans at the hospitals often were not the same individuals later responsible for operationalizing those plans. Generally, no written record was made of why decisions were made, often causing uncertainty and confusion about why various decisions were made and incorporated into the waiver. Knowing the rationale for key decisions would have been helpful in numerous instances. For example, program terms and conditions specified that improvements in patient safety would be evaluated utilizing 3 methods: benchmarking hospitals against comparable peer groups, comparing improvements with each hospital’s baseline performance, and hospitals’ attainment of specific improvement targets (which was linked to receipt of incentive payments). However, during the early phases of program implementation, it became apparent that wide variation in the characteristics of participating hospitals made it essentially impossible to identify comparable peer groups. No record was available detailing the rationale for the original decision, causing considerable disharmony and contentiousness between participating hospitals and DHCS. Ultimately, it was decided that hospitals’ performance would be evaluated based on improvements in each hospital’s baseline performance and the attainment of specified improvement targets. Memorializing decision-making criteria and rationale on an ongoing basis would enable successive leaders to better understand, implement, and adapt planned interventions.

Observation 3: Building broad organizational capacity for QI is critical to achieving desired outcomes

Key partnerships were established to support DSRIP participating hospitals prior to and during initial program implementation to leverage existing capacity and strengths of QI organizations in California. The California Association of Public Hospitals (CAPH) and its Safety Net Institute (SNI) provided support and engaged participating hospitals in quality improvement learning networks. CAPH and SNI have multidisciplinary staff with training in health care delivery, QI, and health care management, and these resources were utilized to support DSRIP participating hospitals.

California’s DSRIP Program plan included a menu of potential projects and performance metrics. Participating hospitals then selected projects from this menu. From its inception, the hospitals were engaged in the program by the CAPH, starting with hospitals’ review of early drafts of the proposed program proposal. As the program was implemented, hospitals continued to be engaged in multiple areas. For example, clinicians and staff at participating hospitals provided technical assistance on selection of performance measures and data collection. Leveraging CAPH’s existing relationship with participating hospitals was key in facilitating this engagement.

Building organizational capacity additionally involved training of clinicians and other staff in new protocols, technical competencies, and QI methods. Several hospitals trained their staff in QI methods such as Lean and Six Sigma before and during implementation of DSRIP projects, which involved significant time and expense, but contributed to long-term QI capacity beyond the DSRIP program.

Observation 4: Improvement goal setting should be an iterative and tailored process

Initially, uniform targets were set for improvement across all hospitals; however, this turned out to be unrealistic because hospitals varied substantially in their baseline performance and improvement capacity. For example, interventions and resources that go into achieving a target of 20% reduction in CLABSIs have very different implications when comparing high and low performers. Hospitals with high rates of CLABSIs that are in the early stages of examining their processes and implementing system-level interventions may see rapid improvement at the outset. However, once a subset of “low-hanging” interventions have been hardwired and performance improved, it is typically much harder to introduce more complex interventions and achieve substantive change. QI goals needed to be reset as the program progressed. Therefore, as the DSRIP Program was implemented, it was agreed that hospitals could set individual improvement targets based on their baseline data as well as statewide benchmark data.

Being ambitious yet realistic in setting targets was a constant challenge in implementing the DSRIP Program.
A fundamental flaw of the overarching strategy for goal setting was that hospitals stood to lose incentive payments if they did not meet targets they set for themselves. If hospitals set truly ambitious stretch goals, they risked losing the incentive payment. This is an inherent problem in many pay-for-performance programs. Several hospitals achieved their improvement targets in some categories during the initial 2 years of the DSRIP program, but it is possible that this success was secondary to their setting modest targets relative to their improvement capacity.

Observation 5: The evolution of clinical definitions and guidelines should be expected and must be accommodated

In a large-scale program such as DSRIP, with multiple focus areas and measures, it is inevitable that clinical definitions and guidelines will evolve; these changes must be accommodated. The initial stages of the DSRIP Program revealed significant variability within hospitals in the use of clinical definitions. One example was in the area of SSIs. When the original protocol for measuring SSIs within DSRIP was written in 2010, definitions for SSIs published by the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) were utilized. Significant changes to NHSN surveillance of SSIs occurred in January 2013. As an example of these changes, the definition of primary closure of a surgical incision was changed to include procedures where devices remain extending through the incision at the end of the surgical procedure. Information on implants utilized during operative procedures was no longer collected as part of SSI surveillance. The duration of SSI surveillance was no longer determined by presence of surgical implant or type of SSI. Another example was in the area of CLABSI prevention. In January 2013, the NHSN clarified its definition of central line insertion practice compliance. Because of these changes in NHSN criteria, hospitals had to engage in a significant amount of rework, remeasuring their baseline data, benchmarking their performance, and setting new targets for improvement.

Observation 6: Providing frequent feedback to participating hospitals should be built into program planning

The DSRIP Program required participating hospitals to develop an improvement plan with milestones and targets. Hospitals submitted 2 semiannual reports that documented their progress; these were reviewed by the IPHI, DHCS, and CMS. Submission of these reports served as the basis for determining if hospitals received incentive payments. The annual reports additionally served to summarize performance of each hospital as well as lessons learned. From a state or federal oversight perspective, semiannual and annual reporting may be sufficient, but rapid-cycle improvement and shared learning requires more frequent measurement and reporting. For example, adherence to process of care standards such as central line insertion checklists or management of high mortality conditions such as severe sepsis are ideally measured and reported monthly or quarterly using run or control charts to allow for rapid and real-time response to observed trends. Other measures such as adherence to child weight screening or influenza immunization may require less frequent semiannual or annual measurements.

Observation 7: Engagement of frontline clinicians early and often is critical to the implementation of improvement initiatives

Traditionally, hospital-based QI has been a top-down process largely occurring within QI departments, even though it profoundly affects the work of frontline clinicians. In many participating hospitals, DSRIP plans were drafted by senior managers without initial buy-in or meaningful engagement of frontline staff. For example, 2 hospitals that planned to implement a community clinic–based chronic disease management program reported encountering substantial skepticism from clinicians when the program was to be launched, and additional time was then needed to build clinician engagement in the process. A more successful strategy for building clinician engagement reported by hospitals was actively involving frontline clinicians in developing the implementation process and tools from the earliest discussion of program design. For example, several hospitals reported educating primary care providers on concepts of the patient-centered medical home, seeking their ideas and feedback on redesigning models of care, and involving clinical champions to communicate with other clinicians. These inclusive types of efforts facilitated later implementation.

Observation 8. There needs to be a balanced portfolio of short- and long-term QI goals

Participating hospitals began the DSRIP Program with markedly different baseline levels of performance and capacity for QI. This resulted in variation in the type, structure, speed, and magnitude of interventions implemented. Several hospitals focused on the implementation of patient-centered medical homes. This particular focus area requires significant organizational change and, as has become apparent in recent years, may consume a substantial amount of already scarce hospital resources. Consistent with general QI experience, the authors
believe combining longer term changes such as medical home implementation with high-leverage change ideas that can demonstrate short- and medium-term improvement would have been more effective in maintaining momentum for change.

In general, about 70% of all major organizational change initiatives fail.10 Ham et al noted, “Quality improvement often takes longer than expected to take hold and longer still to become widely and firmly established within an organization.”11 Sustaining QI requires ongoing measurement and vigilance in order to hardwire new processes, even after initial goals have been achieved. California’s DSRIP Program recognized this need for attentiveness to sustainability by allowing hospitals a period of one year during which maintenance of an improvement target would still be eligible for incentive payments.

Observation 9: Be aware of simultaneous regulatory requirements and QI efforts that may compete for constrained resources

The danger of “reform overload” and “opportunity fatigue” must not be ignored as hospitals balance and manage simultaneous change efforts.12 In observations of the DSRIP Program, the authors noted that ignoring potential opportunities to align initiatives across payers and funders can result in multiple and sometime disjointed and frenetic improvement efforts in already resource-constrained hospitals. This can prove to be counterproductive.

The DSRIP Program existed alongside several other initiatives and mandates aimed at increasing value and improving health outcomes. For example, several participating hospitals also were working on a state initiative to coordinate care for Medicare-Medicaid dually eligible beneficiaries and participating in various statewide or regional QI collaboratives. Hospitals also were working on the adoption, implementation, upgrading, and meaningful use of electronic health records through the Medicare and Medicaid Electronic Health Records Incentive Programs. A key goal of the DSRIP program was improving care coordination, and this priority existed alongside the Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program that financially penalizes hospitals for readmissions.

Observation 10: Shared learning experiences and structured dissemination of results facilitates improvement uptake

A key stakeholder of the DSRIP Program, the California SNI, implemented a number of learning communities or collaboratives to promote shared learning among hospitals participating in the program.13 As an example, the Lean Improvement Learning Community focused on supporting 8 hospitals that had recently adopted system-wide Lean QI approaches. The first of these, the Building Medical Homes and Improving Chronic Care program, aimed to move all primary care clinics at participating hospitals closer to achieving components of the medical home by providing a tailored approach to each hospital’s needs. The other, the Patient Experience Transformation Initiative, aimed to ensure that public hospital systems achieved measurable improvements in patient and caregiver experience.

The Central Line–Associated Bloodstream Infection and Sepsis Collaboratives included all 21 DSRIP-participating hospitals. The collaborative focused on data collection, implementation of the sepsis resuscitation bundle and central line insertion practices, training on performance improvement techniques, and monthly webinars on specific topics. The collaborative additionally provided data aggregation resources for benchmarking and QI, an improvement advisor who delivered team-based training and coaching in QI, and an expert team to provide more intensive individualized support for hospitals as needed. Utilizing the California SNI strengths and prior experience in leading such learning collaboratives was an important resource to participating hospitals to facilitating shared learning.

Observation 11. Greater attention to “systemness” early on likely would have benefitted implementation by facilitating more consistent approaches and obviating duplication of effort

Understanding the impact of programs such as DSRIP in transforming health care delivery systems requires thoughtful evaluation of the “systemness” of such programs. Systemness is a term used to describe how well interdependent components of an organization perform to achieve a common purpose. As defined by one of the authors (KWK), “Systemness refers to a functional state of diverse, interconnected, discrete parts that behave predictably and consistently as a coherent whole in ways that are distinct from and superior to the sum of the parts.”14 In health care delivery, key aspects of systemness might include legal, structural, functional, clinical, and cultural aspects of the organization.

An essential systemness question to address is whether programs such as DSRIP enable health care providers and facilities to collaborate across disciplines and settings to improve the efficiency and quality of care and, ideally, achieve synergies. Several initiatives in the areas of infrastructure improvement and innovative care delivery
models were in existence prior to hospitals’ participation in the DSRIP program. However, the majority of these efforts, especially the expansion of medical homes, were not scaled up system-wide until after organization-wide cross-disciplinary resources and attention were dedicated to them consequent to the DSRIP Program.

Hospitals participating in DSRIP were formally involved in shared learning activities in the form of learning collaboratives. Some focus areas of these learning collaboratives were early identification and management of severe sepsis and the formation of medical homes. Qualitative evaluations of the robustness of such learning activities in promoting systemness should be a key component of the assessment of the effectiveness of health care reform programs such as DSRIP.

**Summary**

In 2010, California was the first state to implement a DSRIP Program; since then several other states have obtained Section 1115 waivers with DSRIP programs. Participating hospitals in the California DSRIP Program encountered diverse challenges but were successful in improving health care delivery and population health. California’s 1115 waiver was renewed in December 2015, and a new Public Hospital Redesign and Incentives in Medi-Cal (PRIME) Program was included, which built on the DSRIP Program and drew from the foundational work and observations of DSRIP’s successes and challenges. The authors believe these observations from California’s DSRIP Program provide useful and timely lessons to other health care organizations as they plan and implement similarly intended health care reform efforts. Federal programs such as DSRIP provide states with unprecedented opportunity for large-scale transformation of health care delivery. Careful program planning and learning from the experiences of other states engaged in similar efforts can maximize the impact of such initiatives.
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